Model B Collapsible Voting Booth

Stall Size - Set Up:
6' 2" high — width and depth each 28"

Stall Size - Collapsed:
Master Stall — 2' W x 2' H x 6' 2" L
1 Annex Stall — 2' W x 1' H x 6' 2" L
Any number of Annex Stalls can be added in line to a master stall to fit size of polling place.

The Industry Standard
- Booths are easily extended and set up
- Folding braces, locked in position, keep framework rigid
- Designed to be quickly and easily set up or collapsed for safe storage in the strong metal storage case provided
- No loose parts. No screws or bolts
- One-piece aluminum shelves, 13" deep
- Attractive vinyl curtains of the finest quality, quickly attach to frames with velcro
- Plastic toes on angled feet

Douglas Model
H-Booth Annex (DAH)
Attaches to standard Model B Master or Annex stalls. Provides for wheel chair or chair voting. This special aluminum unit extends to approximately a 36" wide x 28" compartment. Frame, curtains and shelf can be stored in same storage case, along with regular Master and Annex stalls.

Douglas Metal Storage Case
(Storage and Shipping for Model B Booths)
- Precision-built of the best metal
- Case keeps booths clean, sanitary, and in perfect shape
- Holds up to 5 collapsible booths

Case Size:
13-1/2" W x 5-3/4" H x 6" 3-1/2" L

Douglas Election Equipment is built of the strongest, durable metals by master craftsmen.

In use in all 50 States and many other countries.
Self-Contained Voting Booths

Uni-Pack

(Single Stall)
- Folds out of self-contained compartment
- Collapsible - Steel or Aluminum
- Compact & Lightweight!
- Case provides ample room for voting supplies
- Easily transportable by car to polling place for rush hour voting

- Can be set up in less than two minutes by election judges
- Approximately 1 cu. ft. of storage
- Folds into own handy carry case

Stall Size - Set Up:
28" square, 6' 1-1/2" high

Weight:
Aluminum: 19 lbs.
Steel: 36 lbs.

All-Purpose Booth

Provides space for voters in wheel chairs or those who need to be seated in a chair. Serves as an extra portable booth for all voters.

- Aluminum construction (24# Cartoned)
- Vinyl cloth curtains for complete voter privacy
- Braced to ensure stability
- Easy assembly; no tools required
- Self-contained (folds out of suitcase)
- Minimum storage space
  (folds to 36-5/8" w x 4" h x 16-1/2" l)
- Wider and longer writing surface for large ballots and/or punch card voting units

- Extra booth depth (40") for wheelchair access or regular voter comfort
- Easily adjustable legs for booth height variations
- Can be used for table top voting with legs collapsed

Compartment size:
36" wide x 28" deep

Shelf size:
36" wide x 12-3/4" deep

Booth Dimensions:
Folded: to 36-5/8" w x 4" h x 16-1/2" l
1st adjustable height:
(Wheel chair, seated, disabled)
36" w x 61" h x 40" l
Under table clearance 30-1/2"
Writing surface 32" h / 16" deep
2nd adjustable height:
(Standing voters)
36" w x 69-1/2" h x 40" l
Under table clearance 39"
Writing surface 40-1/2" h / 16" deep